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The Downtown Loft Tour Returns: June 12, 2021
For 16 years, the Downtown Loft Tour has been the Free Clinic of Central Virginia’s signature
fundraising event, showcasing downtown as a great place to live, work, and play. In 2020, the event was
cancelled, but it returns this year in a convenient and COVID-safe virtual format. The 2021 Downtown
Loft Tour is presented by event sponsors Bank of the James and Starr Hill on Main, and is hosted by
local celebrities Tom Scott and Will Stafford. Starting at noon on Saturday June 12th, video tours will go
live at a private link. Ticket purchasers can take the tour anywhere, on any device, at any time, and are
encouraged to host viewing parties with friends. The tour will include eight unique downtown lofts along
with the newly renovated Free Clinic facility at 1016 Main Street.
Free Clinic Director of Development Ula Kauppi says, “Many non-profit organizations are turning to
virtual events to raise funds in this challenging time. We actually found that this professionally produced
and hosted video format has a few advantages: tour-goers will get to see features of these
apartments that they might miss just walking through. We also have several of the apartment
residents – and even their pets – present in the videos. We plan to return to an in-person event in 2022,
but we think everyone will enjoy the uniqueness of the event this year.”
Tickets are $25 in advance and $30 the day of the tour, and each ticket purchase includes one entry into
a door prize drawing for a fabulous "Get Downtown Weekend”. For more information or to purchase
tickets, go to www.DowntownLoftTour.com.

Leading the Way in the COVID Vaccination Effort
Ever since COVID vaccine doses became
available to us in January 2021, the Free
Clinic of Central Virginia has worked
extremely hard to get vaccinations into as
many arms as possible. We started with
vaccinating our patients, staff, and patientfacing volunteers. Once the vaccine supply
stabilized, we began reaching out to the
community, holding vaccine clinics at local
churches such as Greater Brookville Church,
Peaceful Baptist Church, and Jackson Street
United Methodist Church. We also vaccinated
numerous downtown food service/hospitality
workers, including staff at Market on Main,
The Waterdog, Dish, The Craddock-Terry,
and Depot Grille. By the end of May, the
Free Clinic of Central Virginia had provided 1,528 doses of the Moderna vaccine to 764 people!

We are proud of the efforts of our staff and volunteers, many of whom have spent countless hours on
their feet at these vaccination clinics to make sure all who showed up were served. The Free Clinic of
Central Virginia is proud to be an important part of the fight against COVID-19.

COVID Safety at the Free Clinic
COVID restrictions are slowly being reduced in our state (and we are all for it!). However, please note that
the Free Clinic of Central Virginia continues to have a masking policy. This is to protect the health and
safety of all in the building. We have many patients who have chronic health conditions or are
immunocompromised and at higher risk. All patients, visitors, staff, and volunteers must wear a face mask
at all times in the building. If you do not have a mask we will provide one for you. Thank you for your
cooperation!
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Free Clinic Opens Satellite Location in Bedford, VA
On May 11, 2021, the Free Clinic of Central Virginia opened a satellite location in downtown Bedford at
104 Center Street. The Bedford location is open on Tuesdays from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Services are
offered by appointment only and include primary care, behavioral health services, eye care, and COVID
vaccinations.
Free Clinic CEO Christina Delzingaro said: “We are pleased to be able to increase our reach and
improve access to high-quality, comprehensive healthcare for uninsured adults in Bedford. At a time
when so many hard-working adults find they must decide between seeing a doctor and paying a utility
bill, we stand in the gap to help create a healthier community.”
The Bedford Community Health Foundation recently awarded the Free Clinic of Central Virginia a
$15,000 grant to assist with the Bedford expansion. This generous grant will pay for one full year of rent
at 104 Center Street. Thank you, BCHF!
The Free Clinic of Central Virginia serves uninsured or underinsured adults residing in Virginia with total
household income of less than 250% of the Federal Poverty Level. For more information about the
eligibility process or to make an appointment, call 540-707-5500 for Bedford, or 434-847-5866 for
Lynchburg.
In order to grow our Bedford location, we will need more licensed providers and administrative volunteers!
Please contact Ula Kauppi if you can help: 434-847-5866 or ukauppi@freeclinicva.org.
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The Free Clinic of Central Virginia is a Lifeline for the Uninsured
Candy came in recently thinking that she was having
a tooth pulled, but after x-rays and a consult with
volunteer dentist Dr. Warwick, it was determined that
the tooth could be saved!
A Free Clinic patient for three years, Candy works
very hard at two jobs: one in retail and one as an
aide teaching life skills to adults with autism. Despite
having two jobs, Candy does not have health
insurance, so the Free Clinic is truly a lifeline for her.
Candy is so thankful for the Free Clinic of Central
Virginia, our staff, our volunteers, and the
comprehensive services provided here.

The Free Clinic of Central Virginia envisions a community where everyone has a medical home that provides for optimal individual and
community wellness. Our mission is to ensure high-quality, compassionate and comprehensive healthcare for every member of our
community. We fulfill this mission by providing high-quality medical, dental, pharmacy, behavioral health and health education services
to those in Central Virginia who do not have the resources to obtain these essential healthcare services.
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